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PROGRAMSUMMARY

Title ofprogram: ISING Keywords: Ising model, phase transitions, critical exponents,

correlation functions, magnetization, microcanonical methods
Catalogue number: ACCP

Nature of the physical problem
Program available from: CPC Program Library, Queen’s Uni- We wish to study the critical temperature and critical expo-
versity of Belfast, N. Ireland (see application form in this issue) nents of the three-dimensional Ising model.

Computer: CDC CYBER 170-730 (dual processor); Installa- Method of solution
tion: Dalhousie University Computer Center A microcanonical method with demons [1] is used for the

simulation of the three-dimensional Ising model. The updating
Operating system: CDC Nos 2.1 procedure is essentially deterministic and uses only integer

arithmetic. Correlations can be measured.
Programming language used: FORTRAN-77 and CDC COM-
PASS Restriction on the complexity of the program

The only restriction on the use of the program is the time
High speed storage required: 25 Kwords needed to acquire reasonable statistics.

Number of bits in a word: 60 Typical running time

The execution time increases with the number of spin updates
Peripherals used: terminal, line printer required. The program will carry out 860000 spin updates per

second on the CDC CYBER 170-730 or 24000000 spin up-
Number of lines in combinedprogram and test deck: 550 dates per second, including measuring the demon energy and

lattice magnetization, on the CDC 7600. The test run output

with a reduced lattice size took 4.8 s on the CDC CYBER
170—730.

* Permanent addresses: Institute for Computational Studies,
Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computing Sci- Reference
ence, Daihousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 4H8, [1] M. Creutz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50 (1983) 1411.
Canada, and Department of Mathematics, Royal Holloway G. Bhanot, M. Creutz and H. Neuberger, Nucl. Phys. B235
College, Englefield Green, Surrey TW2O OEX, UK. [FSI1J(1984) 417.
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LONG WRITE-UP

1. Introduction the site i. Connectedcorrelation functions are
defined by subtracting the factorizing part:

Numericalsimulationof statisticalsystemshas <S~SK(,)) — <s,)2. (s,) measuresthe alignment of
usually been carried out by stochasticmethods, spins, i.e. the magnetization.
especiallythe “Metropolis” Monte Carlo method Since each spin has six nearestneighbors,the
[1]. Of late, however, it has been realized that possiblechangesin theenergyof the systemconse-
deterministic methodscan be used instead [2,3]. quentupon the flipping of a spin are 0, ±4, ±8,
The essentialidea is the one underlying ergodic ±12. We allow each demon four energy states,
theory: the complexity inherentin a largesystem with the values0, 4, 8 or 12. For convenience,we
is expectedto generate,in effect, randomnumbers removea factor of 4 from the demonenergyand
without explicit use of pseudorandomnumber considerEd = 0, 1, 2 or 3. After a number of
generators.However, instead of obtaining a se- passagesthrough the lattice, the demonsbecome
quenceof statesby integrating the equationsof thermalizedandtheir energydistribution becomes
motion along a phasespace trajectory,we use a Boltzmannian.If the statisticaltemperatureis /3
modified microcanonicalmethod [3]. An array of the averageenergyof the demonshouldbe
“demons”is let looseon the system.They interact
sequentiallywith the microscopicunits of the sys- 4<Ed) = [4 exp(—4$)+ 8 exp(— 8/3)
tern and try to changetheir states.In general,a + 12 exp(— 12$)]
randomchoiceof the final stateis involved, but in
caseslike the Ising modelwhereeachspinhasonly x [exp( —/3) + exp(—4/3)
two possiblestates,there is no randomness.The +exp(—8$)+exp(—12/3)} —l (2)
attemptedchangesare permitted if and only if
energy conservationcan be obeyed.The demons wherethe factor 4 wasmentionedabove.By mea-
carry energy,and it is the sum of the energiesof suringthe demonenergyandinverting eq. (2), one
the interactingdemonand the systemthat has to candeterminethe temperature.
be conserved. In practiceone has to work on a finite lattice,

An algorithm for the treatmentof the two-di- so that boundaryconditionshaveto be specified
mensionalIsing model along theselineshas been for the definition of “nearestneighbours”at the
presentedearlier [4]. Herewe takeup the three-di- boundaries.We useperiodicboundaryconditions
mensionalIsing model. in two directionsanda shifted periodiccondition

in the third:

2. Outline of the theory ~( ~ + .i~.~ z) = s( x~~ + 1, z),
s(x,y + 12, z) = s(x,y, z), (3)

The systemconsistsof a set of spinslocatedat s(x,y, z + 13)= s(x,y, z).
the sitesof a three-dimensionallattice.Eachspins,
cantakethe values±1. Theenergyof a configura- Here the sites havebeenidentified by Cartesian
tion is given by coordinates.~ I~and 13 are the periodicities

(sizes)in the threedirections.
E= ~ (1—s,s

1), (1)
bonds(ij)

s~ands~denotingthe spinson the two sidesof the 3. Code description
bond(ij). Physical quantitiesof interest are the .

bond average<s,s~)(= 1 — energyperbond)and Sinceeachspin can takeonly two values, effi-
moregeneralcorrelationfunctions<SiSK( i))’ where cient coding is achievedby usingonly onebit of a
K(i) denotesa sitea specifieddistanceaway from computerword to storeits value. On a computer
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with 60-bit words, 60 spins can be stored in a Start

singleword. Our programenvisagesa latticewith
13 = 120. The spins at odd and even siteson a Initialize lattice

singlez-row are stored in separatewords,which and dema,s

form two consecutivemembersof the list of words. Scramble demont nandomi

The orderingof thesewords is as follows. Thepair -
New a n—word

of words from onez-row are followed by the pair
of words coming from the z-row obtained by Find ‘ci hbons

moving oneunit in the x-direction.The procedure Check it demo,, con flip spins

is continueduntil the z—x plane is covered, then Accept/ne‘ccl cho, ci

one movesone unit in the y-direction and starts MONTE’ Sc,omble demons

from the lowest valueof x. Becauseof the shifted
Measure demon ene S count spins

boundaryconditions,eq. (3), the determinationof
nearestneighboursis quite simple. It should be More

notedthat the 60 spins in any single word do not spin-words? YES

interactamongthemselves.This is essentialif the
updatingprocedureis to work on the60 bits at the NO

sametime. Eachof the 60 spinsis madeto interact Wish

with a demon.Onehas therefore60 demons.The to repeat YES

variable Ed, which denotesone-fourthof the en- NO

ergy of a demon,takesthebinaryvalues00, 01, 10 New spin-word

or 11. One word stores the first bit for the 60 Find spin—word Cornispondiog

demons,anotherthe second. to desired separatibo

The updatingprocedure,as explainedabove, is M’osu,e correlotions

deterministicandusesonly integerarithmetic. It is More

implementedin the subroutineMONTE written in sepanatio,s

COMPASS, the CDC assemblerlanguage.The CORY ? YES

demonshop alongthe list of spin-words,trying to NO

flip the spins.Theneighboursof eachspin haveto More

be located, and the proposedchange in energy spin-words? YES

calculated. The demon energy then determines
whether the changeis to be permitted.As stated NO

above,interactionsof 60 spinswith the60 demons Wishto repent

are handled simultaneously,and the 60 yes—no ONTESCOR YES

decisionsare storedin oneword. Theappropriate
spins are then flipped. For improving the equi-

Calculate physical guontitieslibration, the bits in the wordsstonngthe demon (temperature, magnetization,

energiesare permuted.A fixed cyclic permutation coreelat,an tunctions)

is carriedout after every iteration. In additionto
this, a semi-randompermutationis carriedout in to~~~t

the main programbetweeniterations.Becauseof measurement YES

this featureour simulation is not completely de- NO

terniinistic. Calculate averages of

The energyof the system,as givenby eq. (1), is physical auontities

measuredby the subprogramENERGY. It is ap-
proximately fixed by the parameterE used in Stop

initializing the lattice and the demons. The
MONTE subroutine,which implementsthe simu- Fig. 1. Flow chart for the Ising model program.
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lation, also measuresthe demonenergy and the LATTICE~LxLx 1201

magnetization.A subprogramBETA is used to 8 - Cx(L/4)

computethe temperaturefrom the demonenergy. 1.7 - ,j, F(L)~Cx(L/2)

Correlationfunctionsfor spins separatedin x and I 6 - • L 6

y directions are measuredby a COMPASS sub- + 0 L~32

routine CORX. Another subroutine,CORZ, can F +
be used for thez-direction. (.4 + -

The flow chartof the programis shownin fig. I 3

1. -~

1.2
II. —-

4. Conclusions .0 I
0.2205 0.22(0 0.22(5 0.2220 0.2225

As indicatedabove,our programassumes13 =

120. 1~and ‘2 are arbitrarybut not divisibleby 11 Fig. 3. The ratio of correlation functuons for separations L/2

for technical reasonsin subroutineMONTE. A and L/4 for an L X L X 120 lattace.

128 x 128 x 120 lattice is the intendedsize, though
for trial runswe usedan 8 x 8 x 120 version.The
algorithm described in this paper was imple-
mentedfor this sizeandsampleresultsare shown hine-dependenceof thoseapproaches,we tend to
in our testrun output. If correlationfunctionsare regard this as satisfactory. In fact, on a faster
notmeasuredourprogramhandlesabout8.6 x i0~ machine,e.g. theCDC 7600,speedscomparableto
spinspersecondon the CDCCYBER 170-730.If the SantaBarbaraIsing model machine(25 Mspin
the CORX subroutineis called oncefor every 10 updatesper secondwith no measurements)are
sweeps,the effectiverategoes down to 8.3 x io5 achievedusingthe programdescribedin the text.
spinspersecond.Theseratesare a factorof 30—40 We are now in the processof migrating this
lower than those achievedin machinesspecially codeto a vector processor,the 2 Mword 2 pipe
built for the Ising model [5]. Consideringthe flexi- CDCCYBER 205 at ColoradoStateUniversity. A
bility of our programas contrastedwith the mac- recentattempt[6] at implementingthe Metropolis

algorithm for the 3-dimensionalIsing model on
the University of BochumCDC CYBER 205 re-
sultedin a codecapableof 10.2 Mspin updatesper

3-DIMENSIONAL ISING MODEL

0.2 l28xI28xI2O LATTICE second.By the use of the microcanonicalmethod
[3,4] describedin this paper,we expect to achieve
absolutespeedsof hundredsof million spin up-
datesper second.This work [7] will be reported

— °~, shortly. A recentcalculation [8] using the ICL
0.1 DAP parallelprocessorachieveda speedof 6Mspin

T updatespersecond.

Forthe interestof thereader,we include,in fig.
~ 2, somepreliminary dataon the magnetizationof

0.0 ~ the three-dimensionalIsing model on a 128 x 128

x 120 lattice. Theseresults were obtainedon a
0.2205 0.2210 0.2215 0.2220 CDC 7600. Also shown in fig. 2 are some results

of the SantaBarbaraIsing model machine[5] on a
Fig. 2. The magnetization sn the three-dimenssonal Isang model .

(128 x 128 x120 lattice) near the critical inverse temperature. 64 lattice. By speedingup our programconsider-
The open circles represent the results of the Santa Barbara ably by working on the CDC CYBER 205, we
Ising model machine [5] using a 64~lattice, hopeto reduceour error bars,in fig. 2, to the size
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of a datapoint. In fact, we wish to concentrate where this calculationwas undertaken.This re-
mostof our efforts on improving the preliminary search was also carried out in part under the
datashownin fig. 3 on the ratiosof correlationsof auspicesof the US Departmentof Energyunder
spinsC,, nearthe critical inversetemperature.The contractNo. DE-ACO2-76CH00016.
separations considered are L/2 and L/4 for an
L x L x 120 lattice. Thedatashownin figs. 2 and References
3 are the result of 10000 iterationsperdatapoint
with the first 1000 iterations thrown away and the [1] Monte Carlo Methods in Statistical Physics, ed. K. Binder

averagestakenover the remaining9000 iterations. (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1979).
[2] D.J.E. Callaway and A. Rahman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49 (1982)

613; Phys. Rev. D28 (1983) 1506.
[31M. Creutz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50 (1983) 411.
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TEST RUN OUTPUT

LATTICE SIXE 8 X 8 X 120

ELATT= .6472222222222 EDErI= .007638888888889
ETOT= .6548611111111

AVERAGE OVER 10 ITERATIONS,EACH WITH 10 SWEEPS
RUNNING AT .8888888888889 MFLIPS
BETA= .2210931883207 SISJ= .3512187771267
MAGNETIZATION= - .023046875

AVERAGE OVER 10 ITER.ATIONS,EACH WITH 10 SWEEPS
RUNNINGAT .8347826086957 MFLIPS
BETA= .2227851128925 SISJ= .3511692843967
fIAGNETIZATION= .0007682291666669
CORR(IX/4)= .1964583333333
COOR(IX/2)= .1359375
CORR(IX/2,IV/2)= .1196875

AVERAGE OVER 10 ITERATIONS,EACH WITH 10 SWEEPS
RUNNING AT .8411829134721 MFLIPS
BETA= .2224260846221 SISJ= .3511797553168
MAGNETIZATION= - .05866406249999
CORR(IX/4)= .1933854166667
CORR(IX/2)= .1321354166667
CORR(IX/2,IY/2)= .1185416666667

AVERAGE OVER 10 ITERATIONS,EACH WITH 10 SWEEPS
RUNNING AT .8448844884489 MFLIPS
BETA= .2211537065034 SIS,J= .3512170003255
MAGNETIZATION= .1541848958333
CORR(IX/4)= .1904166666667
CORR(IX/2)= .1365104166667
CORR(IX/2,IY/2)= .1304687S

AVERAGE OVER 10 ITERATIONS,EACH WITH 10 SWEEPS
RUNNING AT .8258064516128 MFLIPS
BETA= .221008213459 SISJ= .3512212727865
MAGNETIZATION= .2303828125
CORR(IX/4)= .1938020833333
CORR(IX/2)= .143125
CORR(IX/2,IY/2)= .1150520833333

~ AVERAGES AFTER DISCARDING FIRST BATCH ***
AV. BETA= .2218432793693 ~/— .0004471724275268
AV. MAG.= .08166796875 +/- .06684101555469
AV. CORR(IX/4)= .193515625 ~/— .001237002010018
AV. CORR(IX/2)= .1369270833333 ~1—.002282672533389
AV. CORR(IX/2,IY/2)= .1209375 ~1—.003326476780617
CORR(IX/4)/CORR(IV/2)= 1.414428370159 -‘-I- .02480551229889
CORR(IX/2)/CORR(IX/2,IY/2)= 1.135188574795 +/— .04098916185012


